
B2 CHAPTER 1 - AT HOME 

A New Home

the back yard; backyard
     the front yard
the balcony
to build / built / built
the cabin; the cottage
the driveway
the fence
     fenced in
the floor
for sale
the guest room

SECTION 1 VOCABULARY: A Place to Call Home
Other Words and Phrases

SECTION 2 VOCABULARY: Home Improvement

SECTION 3 VOCABULARY: Help at Home

Moving to a New Home

the box
to carry / carried / carried
heavy / light
to lift
the moving truck
nearby
next door

affordable
the area
to be* born
furnished
the suburb

the half-bath
lower / upper
to move
     to move in
     to move out
own
to rent
     for rent
to share; to split / split / split
the two-story home

Updating a Home
the air conditioning
the appliance
the cabinet
the ceiling fan
the closet
to deliver
to donate
the electrician
the electricity
the freezer
to get* rid of

Other Words and PhrasesVerbs
to damage
to knock down; to take* down
to leak
the light switch
to plug in / plugged / plugged
     to unplug
to put* in
to remodel
to update

comfortable / uncomfortable
definitely
made of _____
     glass
     metal
     plastic
     wood
modern
the space
     spacious

to heat
     the central heating
     the heater
in good condition
the oven 
to replace
the roof
the stove
the stuff
the toaster
the wall

Hired Help
the cleaner
     the carpet cleaner
     the dry cleaner
     the house cleaner
the gardener

Household Chores
to dust the blinds
to iron the clothes
to mop / mopped / mopped
to organize
to rake the leaves
to shovel the sidewalk
to snowblow
to store in the attic
to sweep / swept / swept

the help 
to hire 
the housekeeper
the housework 
the landscaper

Other Words and Phrases
to appreciate
to be* worth
dusty
messy / neat
to weed

Use the Phrasal Verb lists to expand your vocabulary for this topic.
*Go to the Irregular Verb chart to review the conjugations.



B2 CHAPTER 1 - TOPICAL PHRASAL VERBS
SECTION 1

Present TenseSeparable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

SECTION 2
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to add on
to hang up
to put in
to put up
to take down
to take out

to make over

to put away

to be up to
to get along with
to look into sth
to move in together
to move in together with sb
to move out of
to settle in



B2 CHAPTER 2 - FOOD & DRINK 

the roll
the server
the special
That sounds ...
     awful
     disgusting
     tasty
vegetarian

as well as
to be* out of; to run* out of
the dish
the dressing
extra
here / there
on the side
the option
to refill

Fruit
the blueberry
the cherry
the lime
the peach
the pineapple
the strawberry
the watermelon

SECTION 1 VOCABULARY: Expansion of Food
Other Words and Phrases

SECTION 2 VOCABULARY: Cooking and Baking

SECTION 3 VOCABULARY: Going Out to Eat

Protein
the bean
the ham
the peanut
the salmon
the steak
the tofu
the turkey

the basket
to be* allergic (to)
to chew gum
the flavor
     bitter
     mild
     sour
to hate

Common Ingredients

the flour
the garlic
the herb
the ingredient
the oil
the sauce
the sugar

Deciding Where to Eat

to be* known for
the delivery
to eat* out / to stay in
to feel* like
to grab / grabbed / grabbed
     a bite to eat
popular; well-known
whatever
What sort of food are you in 
the mood for?
     Chinese
     Italian
     Mexican
     sushi

Paying the Bill

the cookie
the pie
the sundae

Verbs

to bake
to barbecue
to boil
to cut* up
to fry / fried / fried
to grill
to roast

Dessert
the asparagus
the avocado
the bell pepper
the cauliflower
the celery
the corn
the green bean
the pea
the spinach

Vegetables

Following a Recipe

empty
the exact amount
to make* a mess
to make* sure
to measure
to mix
the pan

the pot
to pour
the recipe
to stir / stirred / stirred

Making a Reservation

available
indoor / outdoor seating
inside / outside
to make* a reservation in advance

Ordering at a Restaurant

the check
to include a tip
to owe
separate
the total

Use the Phrasal Verb lists to expand your vocabulary for this topic.
*Go to the Irregular Verb chart to review the conjugations.



B2 CHAPTER 2 - TOPICAL PHRASAL VERBS
SECTION 1

SECTION 2
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to chop up 
to mix in
to put in 
to slice up
to take out 
to thaw out 
to turn up 

to boil over 
to cool down 
to do without

Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to cut back/down on
to cut out 
to cut up 
to drink up 
to finish up 
to heat/warm up 
to wolf down

to live on 
to pig out on 
to snack on

SECTION 3
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to bring along 
to clear off 
to pick up 
to send back

to come across 
to eat out  
to get together 
to invite sb out for 
to meet up with 
to put up with
to stand sb up 
to stay in 



B2 CHAPTER 3 - TRAVEL

Making Reservations

to book
the cancellation policy
to confirm
     the confirmation
to contact
the cruise
     the cruise ship
the fee

SECTION 1 VOCABULARY: Taking a Trip
Other Words and Phrases

SECTION 2 VOCABULARY: Traveling

SECTION 3 VOCABULARY: Sightseeing and Weather

Planning the Itinerary

the cave
the cliff
to create an itinerary
the popular destination
rather
the waterfall

annual
at least
to depend on
Have a relaxing trip!
the memory
thankful

Sightseeing

the ATM
Can you point me in the right direction?
the castle
to continue
the crowd
     crowded
exhausted
the fountain
the guidebook
the historical monument

the breeze
the chance
freezing
to get* wet
It’s supposed to ...
the sunshine
the thunderstorm
     the lightning
     the thunder
the warning
the weather forecast

Weather

per person
private / public
to refund
to reserve
the resort
the travel agency 
     the travel agent

At the Airport

the airline
the announcement
the baggage claim
to carry on
     the carry-on
to check in / out
the direct flight 
the elevator

Other Words and PhrasesAt a Hotel

overnight
the reception desk;
     the front desk
the room service
the suite
the view

international
rough
safely
smooth

the escalator
the flight attendant
the headphones 
the landing
the layover
the luggage
the passenger
the return flight

to mail a postcard
the souvenir
the statue
the tour guide
the tourist
the tourist center;
       the information center

Use the Phrasal Verb lists to expand your vocabulary for this topic.
*Go to the Irregular Verb chart to review the conjugations.



SECTION 1

SECTION 2
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to drop sth off; to drop sb off 
to leave sth behind
to pick sb up 
to set your watch forward / back 

to check in / out 
to get in 
to get on / off 
to hit it off
to see sb off 
to stop over 

Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to book ahead 
to plan ahead 
to take off

to brush up on 
to get away 
to go abroad 
to read up on 
to save up for 
to turn out to be

SECTION 3
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

—

to clear up 
to cloud over 
to cool down 
to snow in 
to warm up

B2 CHAPTER 3 - TOPICAL PHRASAL VERBS



Land Animals

the bear
the bird
the camel
the deer
the elephant
the giraffe
the kangaroo
the lion

SECTION 1 VOCABULARY: Animals in the Wild

SECTION 2 VOCABULARY: Farm Animals and Habitats

SECTION 3 VOCABULARY: Environment and Insects
Environment

to affect
     the effect
the climate
to destroy
     the destruction
the Earth
the endangered species
the environment
to be* extinct
     the extinction

Other Words and Phrases

the ant
the bee
the butterfly
the caterpillar
the fly
the insect; the bug
the mosquito
the spider

the monkey
the rabbit
the tiger
the wolf
the zebra

to bite / bit / bitten
the bug spray
to have* a fear (of)
the human
to itch
to sting / stung / stung

Farm Animals

the bull
the calf
the cow
the chicken
the donkey

Places to Live

the barn 
the branch
the cage
the habitat
the jungle 

Other Words and Phrases

close
Do not touch!
the land

Insects

the dolphin
the jellyfish
the shark
the whale

Water Animals

the duck
the frog
the penguin
the seal
the snake
the turtle

Land & Water Animals

cute / ugly
the exhibit
the fur
gentle
huge / tiny
poisonous
to shed skin / shed / shed
soft 
the spot

Other Words and Phrases

the goat
the horse
the lamb
the pig
the sheep

the leaf
the rainforest
the rock
the wild

frozen
to litter
to make* an effort
nature
to pollute
     the pollution
to protect
     the protection
to recycle

B2 CHAPTER 4 - THE WORLD AROUND YOU

Use the Phrasal Verb lists to expand your vocabulary for this topic.
*Go to the Irregular Verb chart to review the conjugations.



CHAPTER 4 SECTION 2
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to clean out 
to fatten up 
to fence in 
to hose down 
to round up

to get away 
to get out of 
to look after 
to take care of 

B2 CHAPTER 4 - TOPICAL PHRASAL VERBS

CHAPTER 4 SECTION 3
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to scale back 
to throw away 
to use up 
to wipe out

to break down 
to cut down on 
to die out 
to dry up 
to freeze over 
to run out of 



B2 CHAPTER 5 - HEALTH

Well-Being
to avoid
to be* fit
to be* stressed 
to count
     the calories
     the steps
to eat* a balanced diet 
to gain / lose* weight
to give* up

SECTION 1 VOCABULARY: Healthy Habits
In the Gym

the energy
to lift weights
the personal trainer
to pull a muscle
to renew a membership
to stretch
the treadmill
to work out 

SECTION 2 VOCABULARY: Going to the Doctor

SECTION 3 VOCABULARY: In the Hospital
Before and After Surgery

awake
the emergency
to get* stitches
to have* surgery
     the surgeon
the infection
life-threatening
major / minor

to cure
to develop
to diagnose
     the diagnosis
the disease
     cancer
     diabetes

At the Doctor’s Office

to be* contagious
to break* a bone
     the elbow
     the shoulder
the cast
the checkup
to decrease / to increase
to discuss
     the discussion
the drugstore; the pharmacy

the patient
the pill
to prescribe a medication
     the prescription
the rash
to suffer (from)
to take* a deep breath
     to breathe
the virus
the vitamin

Symptoms

achy
to have* diarrhea
nauseous
pale
the runny nose
the sore throat
the stuffy nose
to vomit; to throw* up

Treating a Disease

Adjectives
active
flexible
painful
sore

to operate
     the operation 
the physical therapy
to recover
     the recovery

to improve
     the improvement
to refer / referred / referred
the result
the specialist
to treat
     the treatment

the habit
the health
the lifestyle
to limit
to make* an excuse
to reduce
to smoke
to stay in shape 

Other Words & Phrases

the crutches
still
the thermometer
the tissue
to weigh
the wheelchair

Other Words 
and Phrases

to burn
to crash
the health insurance
possible / impossible

Use the Phrasal Verb lists to expand your vocabulary for this topic.
*Go to the Irregular Verb chart to review the conjugations.



CHAPTER 5 SECTION 1
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to give up
to put sth off
to put weight on
to take up sth
to tire sb out
to tone up
to work sth off

to cut down on sth
to go on sth
to warm up
to work out

B2 CHAPTER 5 - TOPICAL PHRASAL VERBS

CHAPTER 5 SECTION 2
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to carry out
to fight off sth
to pick up sth

to be blocked up
to break out in sth
to come down with sth
to clear up
to feel worn out; to feel run down
to get over sth
to throw up

CHAPTER 5 SECTION 3
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to bring down
to take out

to come to
to go away
to operate on
to pass away
to pass out
to swell up
to wear off



SECTION 2 VOCABULARY: Having a Career

SECTION 3 VOCABULARY: At the Office
Technology

to access
to attach
to copy / copied / copied
electronic
the error message
the IT department (Information Technology)
the link
to paste
to scan / scanned / scanned
the server
to set up / set / set
     an account
the storage space

Professions
the architect
the detective
the graphic designer
the hair stylist
the interior decorator
the inventor
the judge
the lawyer

the mail carrier
the politician
the president
      the vice president
the principal
the reporter
the scientist

On the Job
to be* fired
to be* promoted
to call in sick
the colleague
the deadline
to deserve a raise
to prepare for a presentation

to retire
      the retirement
to solve a problem
to succeed
     the success

Office Supplies

the envelope
the hole puncher
the paper clip
the pencil sharpener
the stapler
the sticky note
the tape dispenser

Applying for a Job

the candidate
the certificate
the cover letter
the diploma
the experience
full-time / part-time
the position
to qualify / qualified / qualified
      the qualification
the resume

SECTION 1 VOCABULARY: Employment Opportunities
Personal Qualities & Skills

dependable
honest
knowledgeable
self-motivated
successful

After the Interview
to be* impressed
the benefits
the minimum wage
to offer
the opportunity
the salary

Employment

to be* self-employed the employee          unemployed; to be* out of work
the career the employer

Other Words and Phrases

by mistake
common
on purpose
to stick / stuck / stuck

B2 CHAPTER 6 - AT WORK

Use the Phrasal Verb lists to expand your vocabulary for this topic.
*Go to the Irregular Verb chart to review the conjugations.



SECTION 1
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to draw up
to pencil in
to put together an application
to set up
to take on
to turn sb down

to branch out
to deal with sth; to take care of sth 
to get ahead
to get back to sb
to show up

SECTION 2
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to call off
to hand in
to lay off staff
to put off
to take time off

to call in sick
to fill sb in
to let staff go
to step down
to take over

SECTION 3
Separable Phrasal Verbs Non-Separable Phrasal Verbs

to back up 
to carry out
to hold sb up
to print sth out
to switch on / off

to catch up
to clock in / out
to come up
to fill in for sb
to fall behind
to get off
to log in / out
to pile up
to run into

B2 CHAPTER 6 - TOPICAL PHRASAL VERBS



IRREGULAR VERB LIST
Present Tense Simple Past Past ParticipleBare Form Past Simple Past ParticipleThe VerbVerb Meaning / Translation

break broke broken

breed bred bred

bring brought brought

build built built

burn burned; burnt (BE) burned; burnt (BE) 

burst burst burst

buy bought bought

cast cast cast

catch caught caught

choose chose chosen

be was; were been

bear bore born

beat beat beaten

become became become

begin began begun

bend bent bent

bet bet bet

bind bound bound

bite bit bitten

bleed bled bled

blow blew blown

cling clung clung

come came come

cost cost cost

creep crept crept

cut cut cut

deal dealt dealt

dig dug dug

dive dove; dived (BE) dove; dived (BE)



IRREGULAR VERB LIST

find found found

fit fit fit

flee fled fled

fling flung flung

fly flew flown

forbid forbade forbidden

forget forgot forgotten

freeze froze frozen

get got gotten; got (BE)

give gave given

go went gone

do did done

draw drew drawn

dream dreamed; dreamt (BE) dreamed; dreamt (BE)

drink drank drunk

drive drove driven

eat ate eaten

fall fell fallen

feed fed fed

feel felt felt

fight fought fought

grind ground ground

grow grew grown

hang hung hung

have had had

hear heard heard

hide hid hidden

Present Tense Simple Past Past ParticipleBare Form Past Simple Past ParticipleThe VerbVerb Meaning / Translation

forecast forecast; forecasted forecast; forecasted

forgive forgave forgiven



IRREGULAR VERB LIST

hit hit hit

leave left left

lend lent lent

let let let

lie (in bed) lay lain

light lit; lighted lit; lighted

lose lost lost

make made made

mean meant meant

meet met met

mow mowed mowed; mown

hold held held

hurt hurt hurt

keep kept kept

kneel kneeled; knelt kneeled; knelt

knit knitted; knit knit; knitted

know knew known

lay laid laid

lead led led

lean leaned leaned

leap leaped; leapt (BE) leaped; leapt (BE)

pay paid paid

plead pled; pleaded pled; pleaded

put put put

quit quit quit 

read read read

Present Tense Simple Past Past ParticipleBare Form Past Simple Past ParticipleThe VerbVerb Meaning / Translation

rid rid rid

ride rode ridden

ring rang rung



IRREGULAR VERB LIST

send sent sent

set set set

sew sewed sewn; sewed

shake shook shaken

shed shed shed

shine shined; shone shined; shone

shoot shot shot

show showed showed; shown

shrink shrank shrunk

rise rose risen

run ran run

saw sawed sawed; sawn

say said said

see saw seen

seek sought sought

sell sold sold

shut shut shut

sing sang sung

sink sank sunk

sit sat sat

sleep slept slept

slide slid slid

sling slung slung

Present Tense Simple Past Past ParticipleBare Form Past Simple Past ParticipleThe VerbVerb Meaning / Translation

slit slit slit

smell smelled; smelt (BE) smelled; smelt (BE)

sneak snuck; sneaked snuck; sneaked

speak spoke spoken

speed sped sped

spend spent spent



IRREGULAR VERB LIST

spit spit; spat (BE) spit; spat (BE)

split split split

spread spread spread

spring sprang; sprung sprung

stand stood stood

steal stole stolen

stick stuck stuck

sting stung stung

stink stank; stunk stunk

spill spilled; spilt (BE) spilled; spilt (BE)

spin spun spun

strike struck stricken; struck

string strung strung

strive strove; strived striven; strived

swear swore sworn

sweat sweat sweat

Present Tense Simple Past Past ParticipleBare Form Past Simple Past ParticipleThe VerbVerb Meaning / Translation

sweep swept swept

swell swelled swollen; swelled

swim

swing

swam 

swung

swum

swung

take

teach

took

taught 

taken

taught

tear

tell

think

tore 

told 

thought 

torn

told

thought

understand

wake

throw

thrust

understood 

woke

threw 

thrust 

understood

woken

thrown

thrust



IRREGULAR VERB LIST

wear

weave

wed

weep

wet

win

wind

wring

write

Bare Form

wore

wove 

wed; wedded 

wept 

wet; wetted 

won 

wound 

wrung 

wrote 

Past Simple

worn

woven

wed; wedded

wept

wet; wetted 

won

wound

wrung

written

Past ParticipleVerb Meaning / Translation
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